CYBER EYES

tional Laboratories in 2004, found sensitive documents being shunted overseas by
a cyber spy ring called Titan Rain.

Quiet threat
The damage caused by cyberattacks against
agencies and their partners, including contractors and think tanks, is difficult to gauge
because today’s attackers value stealth over
dramatic system crashes. The latest attacks
quietly plant software on internal networks
to root around for sensitive information
and send it undetected to outside servers,
which eventually forward the files to the
attackers.
The escape odds still favor the black hats,
whether they’re state-sponsored cyber spies,

technology-savvy terrorist organizations or
rogue hackers. One problem is the span of
the Internet, which allows hackers to attack
at their convenience against vulnerabilities
of their choosing and from anywhere in the
world.
Widely available networks of compromised computers, known as botnets for
their robot-like obedience to their managers, are another challenge. Botnet resources are available to any hacker with
the right Internet connections and a reserve of cash or an e-gold account, an electronic monetary system based on the gold
standard rather than national currencies.
Although legal, the system is sometimes
used by international hackers to avoid de-

First lines of defense
Here are some of the civilian and military agencies that are addressing the complexities of
hacking and cyber espionage. The Homeland Security, Justice and Defense departments manage the groups listed in their following sections.
AGENCY

FOCUS AREA

SPECIALTY

HOMELAND SECURITY
DEPARTMENT

Hacking, cyber spying,
viruses, worms

Analysis, warnings, response
coordination among federal,
state and local entities

U.S. Computer Emergency
Readiness Team

National cyber
infrastructure defense

Partners with DHS in analysis,
warning and response efforts

National Communications System

Telecommunications

Emergency preparedness

U.S. Secret Service

Cybercrimes that threaten
financial and monetary entities

Investigation and
law enforcement

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT

Cybercrimes and threats to
intellectual property

Investigations and prosecutions

FBI Cyber Division

Computer intrusions
and cybercrimes

Investigation and enforcement,
information sharing and analysis

DEFENSE DEPARTMENT

Cybercrimes and intrusions
against the military

Investigations and enforcement

Office of the Director of
National Intelligence

Cyberattacks against the
government

Preparedness and response
and coordination among military
and civilian agencies

Air Force Cyber Command

Cyberspace security

Integrate cyberspace operations
with air and space forces

Navy Cyber Defense
Operations Command

Cyberspace security and
intrusion detection

Naval cyber infrastructure
protection and data analysis

Army Computer Network
Operations-Electronic
Warfare Component

Cyberwarfare

Integrate cyberwarfare as
part of tactical, operational
and strategic operations
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tection by traditional financial transaction
monitors.
A standard technique is to include stops
in countries unsympathetic to U.S. enforcement efforts. “If you went to North
Korea and said, ‘It looks like this IP block
is attacking the United States,’ the chance
is pretty low of getting Kim Jong Il to say,
‘Oh, yeah, here’s the guy,’ ” said Bill Stackpole, assistant professor in the Department
of Networking Security and Systems Administration at the Rochester Institute of
Technology.

Cyber profilers
Meanwhile, investigators have a number of
ways to try to tip the odds in their favor. If
the attack is an ongoing attempt to siphon
information from an agency’s databases,
investigators can request records from large
Internet service providers to find the last
hop malware made before reaching the
ISP’s portion of the Internet cloud.
An ancillary technique is to profile the
malware itself for insights into its origin,
much as law enforcement officers in the
physical world construct portraits of more
conventional criminals.
Investigators “are very, very attuned to
trying to do this, especially at the FBI,” said
Mike Poor, senior security analyst at security consulting firm Intelguardians Network Intelligence.
Investigators comb through malicious
code looking for any clues they can find to
its origins.
“You really want to rip apart the code
and look for what type of system it was
compiled on, what language it was written
in and any characteristics that match other code,” Carpenter said. “A lot of these folks
reuse code and then package it differently
to avoid antivirus and intrusion-detection
systems.”
“When you start to comb through malware, you just get a feel for where it’s coming from,” said Jim Butterworth, director
of incident response and federal services at
Guidance Software and a retired Navy officer who specialized in cryptology and information warfare.
Analysts quickly distinguish between the
crude code of hobbyists who aren’t state
sponsored and “the really tricky stuff” from
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